We would be delighted to see you!

Please make some time on a Sunday afternoon and visit us.
The past hospitality and charm some house that hide.
We hope you will come and enjoy our displays of interest for everyone.

Family-oriented presentations and where will be displayed at 736 Smick Road.

The LAC Heritage Committee has

I:00 – 4:00 pm.
OPEN HOUSE TIMES
located at 736 Smick Road
LOG CABIN
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ABOUT THE CABIN

Near the Village of Canton
736 Smick Road

The Historical Cabin is located at the Village of Canton.

Which were originally built in LAC.

Working the small, hands, cabin both of
have a historic cabin, and a wood, with a
old fashion hand water pump. We also
improvements, a two story, one house, and

The Historical also has features a log cabin,
been donated by John Hummel.

were built from Jersey sandstone that had
are the fence, the breezeway, and foundation
logs are white oak. The inside floor boards
owned by the Township. The hand-hewn
woods in lower Alloways Creek that are
reconstruction of this cabin came from the
structure. All the wood used in the
impossible to save the entire original
that deteriorated so many of the logs. It was
beavertail in the 1700's. Because the 1780's
would be restored and reconstructed in which
construction is unknown, our cabin has
although the date of the original
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Also "Cracking" markins place.
Fire place pumpkins pies made in the
There is nothing better than
Pie baking will take place.

CABIN COOKED PIES

NOV 20

SAUSAGE MAKING

of the display.
Pump equipment will be part
of the display. Antique tractors and
Come out for a day on the
FARM DAY

OLD TIME ENGINES

SEPT 18

in action
ALL ABOARD and see them
Train collection.
Has an exceptional working

DBANS

"Time Shanty" in action
WORKING

"Hit or Miss Engines"
Club presents
South Jersey Gas Engine

Demosntrations

TURKEY CALL
PLANTING CABINS
GEAR & DECORS
FISHING AND TRAPPING
COME SEE DISPLAYS OF

April 24

OUTDOOR SPORTSMAN

EARTH DAY

MAY 15

COME SEE OUR

MARCH 20

OCT 16